diagnosis is presented in this paper. For the automation of Intrusion processing, the problem of representation, extraction and retrieval is proposed. In the current form of automated Intrusion processing system, the retrieval of the intrusion information depends on the representation of the intrusion sequence. The retrieval accuracy also depends on the training data sets used. To achieve e the accuracy of retrieval it is required to represent the informatics regions more accurately and extract the relevant matching faster. To achieve this objective in this paper, a grid based computing approach to the distribution Intrusion dataset is proposed, with sequence shuffled, information region prediction filtration. A faster and accurate retrieval is obtained by the usage of sequencing, filtration and gridification modeling.
I. Introduction
Data mining is an open area application in various usages. Wherein past, mining approaches were limited to few areas of applications such as scientific application, security concerns, astronomical applications etc., in recent past it has been applied to more common usages such as web mining, medical applications, elearning etc. Among various usage of data mining, the usage of these algorithms under medical applications is observed in current developments [1] [2] [3] [4] . For the application of medical data mining the process of feature description, grouping, extractions are more focused. Most of the medical mining approaches are developed over medical images, developed for the automation of captured medical scan images for diagnosis [3, 4] . Wherein focus is also made towards the improvement of mining architecture [4] by predictive logic. With the development of technologies, medical sciences are now applied to various advanced applications, such as forensic science, bio informatics, intrusion processing etc. In recent years processing of intrusion sequence for biometric applications has emerged. Using the intrusion sequence, various information"s, such as operation disorderness, intrusion issues, identifications etc. are revealed. Though intrusion processing is an advanced and accurate approach, retrieving intrusion information in reference to a query is highly time consuming, as the conventional database are very large in count. The basic representations of intrusion sequence are variant with few combinations, which results in very large set of information"s in the database. A large information, where results in better retrieval, they take very large time for a decision, which extends from few hours to a day or so. To improvise the efficiency of processing in Intrusion processing a mining approach following pair wise coding was proposed in [5] . However the logic suggested, basically focus on the mining of intrusion data set and result in a retrieval. A dimensionality reduction is suggested by the approach of pair wise coding. However even after a pair wise coding it could be observed that the information counts are very large. It is observed in a intrusion sequence that there are two basic regions, the "access" and intrude" region. Where in intrude region) reveal the region of information"s, access regions should be removed. In the process of Intrusion processing filtration approach [6] to segregate intrude region is presented. In the process of intrude region segregation various works were developed in past [7] . These approaches are DSP based coding techniques which filter the numerically represented Intrusion sequence into filter based on period-3 periodicity. Anastassiou [8, 9] presented an optimized spectral content measure based on windowing DFT for intrude detection. Vaidyanathan and Yoon [10] proposed the use of IIR anti-notch filter. Rao and Shepherd [11] proposed the use of Auto-regressive (AR) model for detection of 3-periodicity for intrusion sequences. These representation are then coded for its equivalent binary representation. These representation are achieved via a 4 base binary representation of "1" and "0" coding for presence and absence of character [12] . Once the intrusion sequences are coded with intrude region in binary sequence, these are recorded into a database for learning and to utilize in future application. However these recorded information"s are very large data sets and mining information out is a large time consuming task. Various past approaches are made [13] to reduce the computational overhead, however due to the uneven periodicity of the binary pattern and distributed data set these methods get limited. With this objective in this paper a pattern aligned coding, with spectral similarity and a Grid based coding technique is proposed to overcome the mining overhead in Intrusion processing. To present the proposed work, this paper is outlined into 8 sections. An outline to the Intrusion coding, and method to region prediction is proposed in section 2. Section 3 outlines the representation approach to the intrusion sequence and conventional modeling of intrusion mining approach. The proposed approach of pattern alignment is outlined in section 4. A grid based mining approach to this aligned sequence is then presented in section 5. The experimental results for the developed mining approach are presented in section 6. A conclusion to the developed work is outlined in section 7.
II. Data Mining in Intrusion application
Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis tools to discover previously unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large data sets. These tools can include statistical models, mathematical algorithms, and machine learning methods. Consequently, data mining consists of collecting and managing data, analysis and prediction. The two major benefits of data mining are decision support and application development. In decision support, mining of a system can transform the data to reveal hidden information in the form of facts, rules and graphical representations. The extremely large amounts of data are, thus, compressed to highlight inner relationships between different elements. Towards the application of data mining for retrieval of Intrusion information from the data set, various data mining approaches were proposed in past. Among the well-known techniques of INTRUSION-string matching are the Smith-Waterman algorithm [2] , [3] for local alignment, the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [4] for global alignment, Hidden Markov"s model, matrix model, evolutionary algorithms for multiple sequence alignment [5] etc. were well known approaches. These works, though extremely valuable, have their limitations. The demerits include the use of complicated matrix algebra and dynamic programming, and the results of sequence matching are not free from pre-calculated threshold values. It is to be noted that none of the above-mentioned methods can be directly employed to identify the species from the structural signature of the genomes. To overcome this problem, in [17] a mapping approach based on neuro modeling called "SOFM" is proposed. This approach presents a PCA based dimensional reduction technique with neural network for intrusion sequence prediction. The author presents the Eigen feature descriptor for intrusion sequence. A covariance for the normalized mean sequence is proposed [17] .
The covariance factor is defined as a distance measure for the intrusion sequence. This covariance factor is used for neural system learning and evaluation. Wherein this approach is an advanced approach towards applying advance learning approach for intrusion mining, the approach suffers with high computational complexity. The system applies the PCA approach for feature description and selection. As the intrusion sequence data bases are basically very large in dimensional, applying PCA over such data set is a computational overhead. In addition due to large data set the neuro learning and testing becomes very complex and slower. To optimize the mining performance in this paper we present a distributed approach for large data set mining by introducing a grid based mining approach with modified sequence representation approach.
III. Pattern aligned coding
As the intrusion patterns are represented in binary sequences, which are buffered as a large data set. These patterns are varied by few bit transitions, and the correlative nature is very high among each sequence. Due to the self-correlative nature among multiple sequences the probability of correlative error and missclassification is high. The correlative property in binary pattern is observed by two well-known approaches, Hamming distance (HD) or Levenshtein Edit Distance (LED) [18] . Wherein the hamming distance is a measure of co-relative pattern match count defined by,
HD measures the number of varying positions in two strings s 1 and s 2 of equal length m. for example, s 1 = "GWCRATY" and s 2 = " GWMTATY" s 1 : "GWCCATY" s 2 : "GWGGATY" =>d hm = 2. However such sequences measurement is carried out for equal length sequencing. In intrusion sequence however, the pattern insertion, deletion, or substitution is observed. In such a case Hamming distance computation is not effective. In such case Levenshtein Edit Distance (LED) is computed. The LED is the 
, =
For example, for two given pattern sequences, S 1 and S 2 , S 1 = ATCTGA S 2 = ATTA Then d LED = 2 , as C in S 1 is inserted at 3 and G is deleted at 5.
In the process of pattern matching the hamming distance provides the similarity index and LED provide the cross correlative counts. However, applying these approaches for measuring distances, the bit pattern plays and important role. It is observed that more the pattern transition exist the probability of pattern matching error get higher. The pattern matching errors could be minimized via updated sequencing of binary patterns. To develop such approach in recent past [19] a 1-D Local binary pattern (LBP) representation of is presented. A LBP is locally transformed binary pattern used for the optimization of pseudo random nature of a binary pattern. They are more dominantly used as a filtration approach in image processing, processing, speech processing etc. [19] .A LBP sequence is intrusion rated as uniform patterns if they have at most two circularly bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa, and non-uniform patterns if otherwise. In uniform LBP mapping, one separate spectral analysis using histogram bins is used for each uniform pattern and all non-uniform patterns are accumulated in a single bin. By grouping the non-uniform patterns into one label, the noise in non-uniform patterns is suppressed. The number of patterns is reduced significantly at the same time.
For example, "11110000"is a uniform pattern as U = 2, whereas "01010111" is a non-uniform pattern as U = 6. With the realignment of such pattern the error robustness is achieved, the LBP is hence robust to alignment error [20] . With this approach the LBP coding is applied over sequence of intrusion pattern, and the patterns are categorized into uniform and non-uniform patterns to reduce alignment and matching error. The spectral feature of the pattern distribution using Histogram bin is computed and the patterns are realigned to achieve lower transition matching error. For this local binary patterns the sequence are stored as a data set, and mining is then carried out over such binary pattern. However this pattern is very large data set, though the pattern is aligned to minimize the transition error, they need to process with advanced technologies to mine the information faster.
IV. Intrusion Grid computing
Towards improving the mining performance for large data set, distributed computing have emerged as an optimal approach for fast processing system. In distributed computing, grid computing is an area of emergence, wherein distributed data are processed together to achieve the objective of faster processing. A basic model for the grid mining approach is as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . A Data mining approach to grid based computing [15] In the process of grid mining, various sets of data are buffered at different locations and all these data sets are controlled via a common node. An isolated processing is carried out and the observations are integrated to develop the final result. In the process of Intrusion mining, various mining approaches based on grid computing are under the research in present scenario. Various approaches such as BLAST [4] , FASTA [4 ] , Profile Search [4] etc. are few of them. In these approaches the mining approach finds regions of local similarity between sequences. The program compares nucleotide or protein sequences to sequence databases and calculates the statistical significance of matches. In such an approach the distributive data sets are processed in parallel to achieve the objective of fast mining. In [21] the approach of grid computing for intrusion expression detection is proposed. This approach develops a dimensional reduction technique using association studies. A new grid computing approach for intrusion mining was developed in recent past, termed Multifactor Dimensionality Reduction (MDR) [21] . This approach focus on developing new dataset based on Intrusion cross validation method. For a k-subset and the sets are labeled as high to low risk based on the case control ratio. The min max approach is defined for the computation of MDR algorithm. A multi locus analysis based on load and nodes is proposed. The Association approach is however defined based on the offered load for processing. The pattern of data passed is not observed in this processing. The inter-relation of data information is also an important factor of analysis in association based mining. Hence in this work, a modified association based system using information inter-relation for grid mining is developed.
In the process of grid data mining, the operation is majorly divided into 2 tasks. In the 1 st task, it is required to bifurcate the volumetric data into lower sub data sets for distributed mining. In the 2 nd task the mining process on distributed approach using parallel execution is made. For the segregation of the volumetric data set into sub-data set, the processing dataset is initially clustered into k-sub data sets. Wherein the clustering approach is performed by the spectral similarity method of the individual pattern defined by, 1. No of switching states out of all bits. i.e. how much number of times the bits changed their state out of all bits. 2. The symmetry property. 3. The transition time taken from one bit to next bit.
To merge or split subsets of patterns rather than individual patterns, the distance between individual patterns has to be intrusion to the distance between subsets. Such derived proximity measure is called a linkage metric [14] . The type of the linkage metric used significantly affects associate algorithms, since it reflects the particular concept of closeness and connectivity. Major inter-cluster linkage metrics include single link, average link, and complete link. The underlying dissimilarity measure (usually, distance) is computed for every pair of patterns with one point in the first set and another point in the second set. A specific operation such as minimum (single link), average (average link), or maximum (complete link) is applied to pair-wise dissimilarity measures d(c 1 ,c 2 ) defined by,
ℎ , ( , ) ∈ ( , ) ∈ Where x,y are the pattern sequences to be grouped subjected to, min (6) Based on the pair-wise dissimilarity measure initial data clusters are created. An iterative operation is then carried out to optimize these sub-sets so as to achieve faster processing. The iterative optimization clustering starts with an initial partition. Estimates of this partition is then improved by applying a local search algorithm to the pattern. The iterative Refinement algorithm for sub set refinement is as defined below,
Algorithm: Refinement Process
Input: The number of clusters Seg, and a database containing n objects from some Rp. Output: A set of Seg clusters, which minimizes a criterion function J.
Step 1. Begin with initial Seg centers/distributions as the initial solution.
Step 2. (Re) compute memberships for the data points using the current cluster centers.
Step 3. Update some/all cluster centers/distributions according to new member-sips of the data points.
Step 4. Repeat from Step 2. Until no change to J or no data points change cluster.
Using this framework, iterative methods compute the estimates for cluster centers, which are rather referred to as prototypes or centroids. The prototypes are meant to be the most representative points for the clusters. The mean and median are typical choices for the estimates. The estimate computes a set of parameters that maximizes the likelihood of the chosen distribution model for a data. These data sets are then processed in parallel to retrieve information"s from the data set. For the process of parallel execution of sub data sets different approaches were developed in past. Among various such approaches, "PAGE", a Parallel Computing Methods for Analyzing Intrusion Expression [24] was developed in recent past. This approach is developed as a ternary logic filter operation, where the processing data are divided into 3 base logics and a prediction value is computed using three phase of operations. Though the retrieval accuracy is comparatively higher, the system is computationally intensive. To minimize the computational iterations, a multilevel threading of cluster searching In the process of parallel processing, wherein multiple threads are created and executed simultaneously, the control over these threads could reduce the overhead. In this work, the thread operations are controlled via intermediate registers, which initialize or block the thread creation and execution. The proposed approach of grid mining is as outlined, For, a given pattern, 1 ∈ , where
, is a set of Intrusion data with k-dimensions, apply a cluster segregation,
, ⇒ ( , ) .
Where, N is the number of clusters which together consist of (i, k) observations. To, mine, a pattern, P i , among ( , ) clusters, ( , ) Threads and created. For each thread a parallel execution is computed, which computes the deviations for given observation over a cluster, defined by,
These deviations are then co-related over all observations and final information is retrieved. However the iteration taken for such operation is(i* k* N) which is comparatively high. This computational effort is minimized by introducing a "Seg-Temp"1-value register, which hold the average deviation of all N-clusters, , = − , (8) Where, , is the average value of each cluster, and among these, , the highest 3-dimentionals are considered for mining. As the comparative deviations are for the mean of the cluster, and highest three clusters are chosen as the mining groups, the retrieval accuracy is less affected. Only for these three selected clusters parallel threads are created and deviations are computed. This approach reduces the computation iteration by, (i*k*N)-(i*k+3) times, the retrieval accuracy however remain same as, highest three spatial similar clusters are considered. To evaluate the suggested approach an experimental analysis is carried out and the obtained results are as outlined in following section.
V. Experimental results
To evaluate the proposed work, a simulation model is developed and comparative performance analysis is carried out. The proposed coding were applied to the intrusion sequences from KDD dataset. The observed observations are as illustrated, For the extracted regions, pattern alignment logic is carried out. Pattern alignment reduces the Levenshtein Edit Distance (LED) reducing the probability of bit mismatch error due to pattern insertion or deletion. Reducing the pattern variations reduces the hamming distance and hence the patterns are more appropriately represented with minimum correlation logic. The re-alignment approach reduces the correlation logics required, recuing the buffering memory overhead. This approach also overcomes the probability of LED errors, as the patterns are more uniformly arranged. The realigned pattern for the read intrude region is presented in figure5. These realigned patterns have reduced hamming distance, and more uniformity than the actual pattern, reduces the random behavior of the pattern. This alignment reduces the probability of error introduction. . The database consists of 26928 base patterns, defined as a set of 10 character intrusion pattern, total consisting of 2692 patterns. These patterns are coded and realigned for intrude region prediction and the extracted intrude regions represented in a low transition binary patterns. The total database used is 13590 binary bit patterns. These patterns are then mined for a given test pattern. The search time are recorded based on the three benchmark searching algorithms, wherein a linear search is carried out for mining the query. A hierarchal mining approach is also developed, based on linkage clustering approach [22] , and a k-Temp threading approach using grid mining is compared. The obtained search time for the three methods is presented in figure 6 . For the analysis of the developed intrude region predication evaluation is carried out for segmented regions prediction and full length sequence. The intrude region prediction is observed to be more accurate under lower segment length. AS the sequence pattern is lower segmented, the regions are more concentric and hence the energy concentrations, based on DFT coding results in more energy concentration at the intrude regions. Due to the energy concentration, the patterns are more clearly concentrated at intrude regions. The TPF (true positive fraction) for the segmented region is hence observed to be higher than non-segmented analysis. Due to the segmented approach, the prediction accuracy is improved. However, when the extracted regions are binary represented, the random behavior leads to lower in accurate representation. To achieve a better pattern representation, a pattern alignment logic is developed. When aligned with pattern realignment, the intrude regions are well defined as in comparison to non-aligned logic. With all the above factors a simulation is carried out for query pattern mining over the stated data base and the effect of selective bit counts for matching is also evaluated. Figure 9 illustrates the obtained observation for the mining performance under linkage hierarchal coding and the proposed Seg-Temp grid mining. The search time, is observed to reduce with increase in bit pattern, due the probability of increase in more bit matching.
VI. Conclusion
An optimization approach to intrusion data mining, using a modified representation and mining approach is presented. The proposed method develops a dimensional reduction approach by intrude region prediction, optimizes the Levenshtein Edit Distance (LED) by a pattern alignment coding, and proposes a new k-Temp register based grid mining for intrusion data set. The region prediction based on DSP approach, under spectral domain representation reveals accurate intrude region prediction. The mining approach is applied over the predicted regions only, as the regions are of reduced coefficient counts, they take less mining time, in comparison to full segment mining. These sequences are represented as binary patterns for dataset creation. These sequences consist of multiple transitions, which take larger correlation operation, as well the probability of misleading is more. The effect of insertion, deletion, or updation, could leads to misinterpretation. Hence the pattern alignment logic is proposed. The reduced number of transition, optimizes the mining effort, and hence results in faster processing. This patterns are mined for information retrieval. To minimize the speed of mining, a distributed mining, based on group modeling, and Seg-temp register is proposed. The retrieval performance w.r.t. accuracy and convergence is found more optimal than the conventional approaches.
